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Abstract

By implementing agents and environments
using a domain-independent, extensible simula-
tion substrate, described in this paper, agents
will have clean interfaces to their environments.
These makes it easier for agents to be plugged
into other environments that have been similarly
defined. If agents can interact with multiple en-
vironments, their behaviors and the associated
experimental results will be more general and
interesting.

1 Introduction

We argue against a tight integration of planners and their
environments. This is not because we think integration
is a bad thing, but because we think it’s important to
run planners in a variety of environments. An AI Mag-
azine article [6] describes a number of AI environment
simulators, including costs and benefits. By running an
agent in a variety of environments, we can hope to get
the benefits of all worlds.

To make it easier to mix and match planners and en-
vironments, they must have compatible interfaces. The
worst case is illustrated in figure l(a), where planners
are tightly integrated with their environments, but com-
pletely unportable. The ideal case, which AI should
strive towards, is illustrated in figure l(b), where both
the planner and agent interface to a domain-independent
substrate. This paper describes a domain-independent
substrate that partially addresses these concerns.

2 Discrete Event Simulation

All simulators for AI planning that we are aware of use
discrete event simulation. Therefore, planners and envi-

ronments can meet on the common ground of a domain-
independent discrete event simulator. We are designing
and implementing such a simulator, called MESS: Mul-
tiple Event Stream Simulator.

Environments are implemented by defining event
types as classes in the Common Lisp Object System
(CLOS). These classes all inherit from an abstract class
called event, and must provide methods to:

report the time at which the event is to occur. This
is so that the event can be properly interleaved
with other events.

¯ realize the event, that is, modify the state of the
world so that the event "happens."

illustrate the event by executing whatever graph-
ics code is appropriate for the event. (The illus-
tration of an event is separate from the realization
because it’s common to turn off graphics when run-
ning large experiments in "batch mode.")

For example, in a domain like PHOENIX, which simulates
forest fires burning in Yellowstone National Park [2, 5],
one type of event might be the burning of a "fire cell"
(a grid is laid over the continuous map to discretely rep-
resent the fire). The realization of that event would be
to ignite that cell in the array representing the fire. The
realization might also check the state of the world to de-
termine whether any agents were in the cell, in order to
signal their deaths, if necessary. The illustration of the
event might draw a small square of red on the map win-
dow on the user’s screen. An example of a TILEWORLD
event might be the appearance or disappearance of a tile
or hole, or the moving of a tile by an agent [8, 13]

The simulation literature usually puts simulator de-
signs into one of the following two categories [1, p. 13]:
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Figure 1: On the left is pair of planners that are tightly integrated with their environments; they are also mutually
incompatible. On the right is an ideal case where planners and environments can easily be connected by plugging
them into a domain-independent substrate, shown in gray.

event oriented
Each event determines what subsequent events fol-
low from it (that it "causes"). Thus, each event
type would have a function to produce the suc-
cessors of that event; those successor events are
scheduled for later realization.

process oriented
Each event is produced by a process, and that pro-
cess determines the subsequent events. The pro-
cess often describes the lifetime of a simulation ob-
ject, such as a customer.

MESS is process-oriented, because it is convenient to
view as processes things like fire, weather, and partic-
ularly an agent’s thinking. The representations of pro-
cesses are called event streams.

A simulation in MESS is equivalent to a loop in which
an "engine" takes the next event from whatever event-
stream has it, realizes it, illustrates it (if desired), and
loops. The next event is simply the event that is the
nearest in the future, as determined by timestamps.
Since each event stream produces events in chronological
order, the engine can be viewed as merging those streams
to yield a single stream in chronological order. The en-
gine is responsible for breaking ties when two events are
scheduled for the same time; in addition, events may
specify protocols for handling conflicts. The simulation
ends when all event streams are exhausted, or when a
special "end of simulation" event is realized. Figure 2
depicts the architecture of MESS.

MESS defines some classes of event streams that can
take a user’s code and produce a stream of events; the
user can define new kinds of event streams if desired.
A simple and general class is a .function event stream,
where the user supplies a function that generates suc-
cessive events. Another is a script event stream, where
the user provides a simple list of events that should hap-
pen at particular times during the simulation. The most

interesting kind of event stream is one that takes agent
code and executes it, thereby allowing the agent to think
and act in the environment. The next section discusses
this kind of event stream.

3 Real-time Agents

An agent interacts with the environment by producing
events, just like any other event stream. For example,
in a gridworld simulator like MICE [3, 10, 11], an agent
might produce movement events such as "up" or "left."
The agent might also produce sensor events, which will
return information about the state of the world (possibly
after a time delay).

Between the times that the agent produces these sen-
sor and effector events, it thinks and plans. Does simu-
lation time pass while the agent thinks? If so, the world
processes, such as fires burning or tiles disappearing,
continue relentlessly. The agent then faces a tradeoff
between thinking time and plan quality: how much time
should it spend thinking and what is the expected quality
of the resulting plan? When an agent faces time pres-
sure on its thinking, we call it a real-time agent. We use
"real-time" in the sense that the usefulness of a result
depends not only on its intrinsic attributes but also on
its timeliness [7,14,15].

MESS is designed to support real-time agents. It does
this by requiring agents to be written in a general agent
language, which is essentially Lisp except that there is
a database of duration models. A duration model tells
how much time passes while executing some part of the
agent’s code. Duration models can be tied to Lisp primi-
tives, so that the simulation clock is advanced depending
on how much Lisp executes, or they can be tied to higher
level functions of the agent, abstracting away from imple-
mentation details and substituting a different duration.

The MESS approach to supporting real-time agents
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Figure 2: The design of MESS: the central engine realizes events from instances of different kinds of event stream
(ES). The arrows starting at the ES boxes indicate events flowing into the engine to be realized. Arrows pointing
to the ES boxes indicate the mapping from domain-dependent agents and environment processes to the domain-
independent MESS substrate. An agent’s thinking is modelled by an event stream that runs the agent’s code to
produce events.

differs from majority of real-time AI testbeds, which em-
ploy CPU time to measure the amount of agent code
executed. For example, the PHOENIX testbed uses CPU
time, transforming those units into simulation time units
via a constant called the real-time knob. Modifying the
setting of the knob varies the amount of time-pressure
on the agent by altering its thinking speed relative to
the rate of change of the world. In experiments with
PHOENIX, we found that CPU time is difficult to mea-
sure precisely and repeatably, and it differs between com-
puters, even those of the same CPU type. Consequently,
our experiments suffered from unwanted sources of vari-
ance. These experiences were shared by the users of
TILEWORLD [13], which is why they, too, switched to
a platform-independent way of advancing time in agent
code [8]. Their solution, however, requires committing to
the IRMA agent architecture. Our solution only requires
using Lisp.

MESS differs from commercial simulation software
primarily in allowing the execution of arbitrary code to
determine how much time passes in a process. Commer-
cial software usually requires describing the events in a
process and the delays between each event, where the
delays are given as explicit constants. In a MESS agent,
the delay is determined by the amount of computation,
or thinking, that the agent does, where the thinking is
implemented by ordinary Lisp code. Thus, MESS gives
the researcher a great deal of flexibility in how to imple-
ment an agent, while maintaining a realistic measure of
its computation time.

Figure 2 shows two agents implemented using MEss.

The code that defines the agents is domain-dependent,
but the ability to execute that code is provided by MESS
via an event stream that interprets agent code. For effi-
ciency, the agent code is compiled as much as possible.
The interpreter event stream executes the agent code,
saving state as necessary to allow the execution of other
event streams to be interleaved. Thus, all event streams
progress concurrently.

The duration database also allows introspection by
the agent, so that it can be aware of the computation
time of its thinking activities and take that into account
when planning and scheduling. The database thereby
supports research in deliberation scheduling.

4 Status

MESS is currently under development. An initial imple-
mentation will be available by early spring of 1995. In
addition, the PHOENIX testbed will be re-implemented
atop the MESS substrate. This port is being done for
several reasons:

to take advantage of the reduction in variance, the
improvement in experimental control and the abil-
ity of the agent to introspect about its computation
time;

¯ to work out the details of how agents and environ-
ments interface to the substrate

¯ to provide an initial library of classes of events,
event streams, and other objects
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¯ to make the PHOENIX testbed available on stock
hardware, both for those who want to work with it
directly and as a starting point for those wanting
to build similar environments.

The re-implementation of PHOENIX will probably be
available in late spring of 1995.

5 Conclusion

We have described a domain-independent substrate for
real-time AI simulators. Environments are defined using
event types and event streams supplied by MESS or by
extending the existing set of types via object-oriented
programming. This ability to extend and specialize ex-
isting environment implementations will allow greater
sharing of environments among researchers. (The MICE
testbed also uses this idea, although at a higher level,
since it commits to a four-connected gridworld: agents
can only move up, down, left and right.) Agents are
defined by writing Lisp code that implements thinking,
sensing and acting, with the latter two abilities imple-
mented by generating events. The duration of think-
ing code is entirely machine-independent (hence noise-
less and repeatable) and entirely under the control of
the user.

Our approach does not solve all compatibility issues,
since agents necessarily think in terms of the environ-
ment they intend to operate in. Consider just the agent’s
and environment’s model of space. There are gridworlds,
such as MICE and TILEWORLD, graphworlds, such as
TRAINS [9] and TRUCKWORLD [6, 12], and worlds with
continuous space, such as PHOENIX or ARS MAGNA [4].
A PHOENIX agent cannot be put into TILEWORLD and
work, because its movement commands are all wrong.
Nevertheless, we believe that our approach will eliminate
many of the problems in running an agent in a different
environment.

It’s important to test agents in different environ-
ments because only then can we know how general our
results are: Is an agent effective only in certain kinds of
environments? Which ones? What features of the envi-
ronments help or hinder the agent’s performance? We
believe agents should be well integrated into their envi-
ronments, but let’s also keep them somewhat segregated.
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